










The Outbreak of the Cold War as an International 
History, December 1945 to June 1946
柴 山 　 太
Futoshi Shibayama
This article intends to present a departure from a  traditional approach to the outbreak of 
the Cold War as U.S.-Soviet history. It emphasizes the significance of British role in de-
stroying a tripartite international equililbrium among the U.S., the U.K., and the Soviet 
Union, and in establishing the Anglo-American hegemony, which eventually forced the 
Soviet Union to choose a cold war, not a hot war, as international resistance movements 
against Anglo-American powers. From this perspective, this article particularly focues on 
the combination of four factors, which realized the de facto Anglo-American hegemony: 
first, an importance of Anglo-Soviet rivary in the development of atomic bombs and their 
competition for dominating the Eastern Mediterranean; second, a fresh account on the role 
of George F. Kennan’s “Long Telegram,” with which Secretaries of Navy and Army politi-
cally marginalized Secretary of State James F. Byrnes, the most zealot of appeasement 
policy toward the Soviets; third, a new understanding on the meaning of the Fulton Speech 
by Winston S. Churchill in introducing a concept of the Anglo-American hegemony by 
reorganizing the Anglo-American military alliance from wartime system to anti-Soviet 
one; fourth, a revelataion of Anglo-American military talks behind the curtain since De-
cember 1945, which eventually materialized Churchill’s call for the hegemony. As already 
known, British global network of air bases could grant Anglo-American strategic air fleets 
devastating capabilities to attack primary Soviet industrial complexes. Stalin’s vehement 
reaction to the Fulton Speech suggests that the establishment of Anglo-American hege-
mony was so threatening for Soviet Russia that his choice of the cold war was, in a way, 
desperate in nature. His familiarity with Soviet military disadvantages−Anglo-American 
air and naval superiority, Soviet wartime exhaustion with huge population loss, and with-
ering Russian armed forces by de-mobilization−encouraged himself to take humble but de-
temined measures for sustaining his regime and international communist movements: first, 
he commenced world-wide public peace offensives, in order to avoid an immediate start of 
another world war by Anglo-American powers under the hegemony; second, he attempted 
to establish a Soviet bloc by integrating, at first, Yugoslavia into Soviet total war system; 
third, he intended to strengthen his political regime by eliminating potential political rivals 
and equip Soviet armed forces with newly developed weapon systems. It was the begin-
ning of the Cold War.
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